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MANUFACTURED BY
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Establishes cutter grinding as a

precision operation - eliminates
'trial and error' and brings cutter
grinding within the scope of semi-
skilled labour.
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The conventional drive arrange-
ment with the motor housed

in the machine base has been

eliminated together with all

its time-wasting drawbacks of
maintenance, belt slip, belt
changing, etc.

Dual spindles running in
precision ball bearings give
correct speeds for large
and small diameter wheels.

t h.p. dynamically bal-
anced stator rotor u n it
for smooth vibrationless
running.
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CYLINDRICAL GRINDING
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SURFACE GRINDING

GRINDING LONG CUTTERS
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GRINDING LARGE DIAMETER CUTTERS

TABLE swivels I80o to give
217" additional distance between
wheelhead and table centre line.
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Tilting wheelhead.

Self-contained stator rotor drive.

Wheelhead easily adiustable for
height.

Bridged saddle for greater rigidity.

features

Built-in work table taper setting.

Duplicated controls.

Reduction gearing for slow table
traverse.

4

The table runs on suPer sensi-

tive anti-friction bearings en-

suring smooth easy movement.
Bearing ways hardened and

grou nd for accu racy and long life.

G rad u ated
minutes and

in d ivisions of 1 0

{" taper per foot.
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perfect control-always

tr methods of
Table Control

Four handwheels give the
normally desired speed

of table movement from all
usual operating positions.

Z Reduction unit for slow
t rave rse.

z Direct hand control witho 
handwheels disengaged.

The table cross traverse and

by duplicated handwheels at
wheelhead vertical
front and rear, left

ad justments are served
and right respectively.

Loaded $fops

Determine the length of table traverse and cushion
the shock at reversal of table movement. Re-

versible and provided with fine adjustment for
use when positive table stop is required.

Reduces daily maintenance problems.



Bridged saddle

for rigidity
This feature plus the

heavy rugsed
baSe provides

absolute rigidity essential
for cutter grinding.

GfrADUATEI) VERTICAL MOYEMENT

The duplicated handwheel controls
for the wheelhead vertical traverse
are calibrated in .0005" divisions for
fast and accurate setting.
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NUMBER ,5 sp ecif ication

Swing over table

Length between tailstocks

Length between tailstock and workhead

Face mills on workhead

Table workirtg surface

Taper in workhead spindle

Long traverse of table

Cross traverse of table . .

Table swivels

Vertical traverse of wheel head

Maximum distance centre spindle to table

Wheel head spindle speeds (50 cycle machines)

Power of motor

Net weight

Gross weight

Case size . .

Code word

(60 cycle machines)

FOUNDATION PLAN

4', 8i'

10"

26"

70i"
12"

36" x 5f"
50 l.S.T./No. 5 M.T.

16*"

8*

1 80'
9',

122"

2800, 3900 r.p.m.

3360, 4680 r.p.m.

* h.p.

1876 lb.
24641b.

78" x56" x58"
EXTCG

254 mm

650 mm

527 mm

305 mm
'1168 x 130 mm

50 l.S.T./No. 5 M.T.

413 mm

222 mm

1 80'

229 mm

320 mm

2800,3900 tr/min.
3360, 4680 trlmin.

* .h.

851 kg

1'118 kg

4.1 m'

EXTCG
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standard equipment

il

Universal Workhead
Double ended spindle, mounred on anri_friction bearingsror smooth, easy movement, accepts No. 50 l.S.T. aidNo. 5 Morse taper shanks. na;riiIUL .Lr,i" height.

Tooth Best Holder
Accepts plain and micrometer tooth rest
stems. Can be mounted on the table,
workhead or wheelhead.

Left-hand tailstock
Setting dial
Work holder
Right-hand tailstock
Diamond dressing attachment
Universal toorh iest holder
Plain tooth rest srem with fineer
Micrometer tooth rest ,t.", with

finger
Motorised Workhead
Universal workhead
Drawbar for workhead
2'l extension for fast wheelhead spindie
3" extension for fast wheelhead ,iinJi"
3'extension for slow wheell-read

spind Ie
C.entre height gauge
No. 5-4 M6rseidr-otorr .

No. 5-3 Morse uduito. j Bro*n"I sh..o
No. 5-2 Morse adaptor) ,tt.rnrtiuu, '

No. 50-40 adaotor
No. 3 Morse centre
I Wheel Guard Holder Base
4" Wheel Guard Holder Stem
6" Wheel Guard Holder Stem
8" Wheel Guard Holder Stem
10" Wheel Guard Holder Stem
8" wheel guard
5" wheel guard
3!" wheel guard
Tommy bar
Collet wrench
Oil gun
8" *'?".x |nt" 6or" AA46!S4-JS-[FB

straight wheel
6" *,tr" ,x 1t' bore A80-O-BN straight

wheel
5" x 1lr" , 1i!' bore AA46/54-J5-Vg

straight cup wheel
3L':,* 1,1." , 1f,,, bore AA46!54_JS_V8

rared cup wheel
6" * i" x'.1nL" bore AA46/54-K5-VS

saucer wheel
Hexagon Wrenches
Single Ended Span ners
Box Spanner

t
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Bight and Left Tailstoeks
Right-hand tailstock centre is
for tension. Machined renons

retractable and adjustable
ensure correct alignment.

Universal
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Motorised Workhead

For live and dead centre grinding.
Consists of * h.p. motor, mounting
plate, vee belt, pulleys and arbor
mounted 4f" 3-jaw chuck.

Draw Tuhe
Collet
Attachment
Capacity {"-fi" dia.

lndexing Attachment
Consists of plunger unit, indexing barrel with
sector arms and mounting. Seven hole circles
are provided: 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, 30 and 48.

extra equipment

lnternal G rind ing
Attachment

ln conjunction with the motorised
worl<head this accessory gives
further versatility to the machine.
The detachable quill spindle is

hardened and ground and to ensure
maximum grip and minimum
inertia non-metallic pulleys are
fitted.



frea r Gutter
tharpening d f faeftnren*'
Designed for grinding annular involute
cutters and many form relieved cutters
with radial cutting faces. Supplied
complete with gauge and pawl, and

five cutter bushes from l" to 2" aut-
side d iameter"

Patented lleavy
Lead Follower

extra

#mnr&sru**d #cdsf #xfrs$ir;:
tr$$# F**d #*&gs$dlf i $;,:'i;,,,,r.;,,

Provides the necessai y dust extraction
unit plus useful scorage space designed
to accornrnodate standard equipment.Eliminates the necessity of the

operator applying hand rotary
motion to the mandrel when
grinding helical cutters and hobs.
This is an important advancement
to meet the trend of rnodern
cutter technique and design.
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equipment

$$*m vy #*sf.y Wmrd*&sad
For heavy duty face mills which
cann0t be mounted in the vertical
plane on the standard workhead.
The No. 50 l.S.T. spindle rotates
through 350o, can be locked in any

position and tilted 15" either side
of vertical. Maximum capacity 14".

',, Twist Dt ill hrinding Attachment

This is a simple device correctly
designed and accurately con-
structed to produce on twist drills
from *" to l/'diameter a geo-
metrically correct relief giving a

clearance angle which increases
towards the axis. lt wlll take
parallel or taper shank drills, and
provides a practical method of
,re-grinding at very Iittle cost.

Radius Dressing Attae hnent
Supplied complete with setting
gauge and d iamond, th is attach-
ment provides a simple means of
dressing wheels with either con-
cave or convex radii.
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Setting Time Halved
On staggered tooth cutters right
and left hand s pi ral teeth are

ground at one setting. Primary
and secondary lands are achieved

simply by tilting the wheelhead,
the cutter tooth being set on

centre.

Universal illorkhead
Using a wheel spindle extension,
with the worl<head tilted and

swivelled, this set-up illustrates
grinding the faces of a damaged

carbide tipped cutter.



turface Grinding
For the majority of small
components, held either in a

universal vice oron a magnetic
chuck, direct mounted wheels
can be used. For larger
coverage, wheeihead spindle
extensions are provided as

standard equipment.

$piral 0 rinding
Using the Heavy
spiral cutters or
can hand le leads

managed by hand

Lead Follower for
hobs the operator
in excess of those

rotation.



Face frrinding End fflills
End mills up to l0" in length can be
accommodated by taking full advantage
of the various offset swivels of the
table and workhead" When grinding
heavy spiral end mills the indexing
attachment is used to advantage.

Tilting Wheelhead
Th is illustration clearly
shows the simplicity wirh
which conventional cutters
can be ground on all faces

in the same set-up without
complicated adjustments.

lndexing Attaehment
Ensures the accurate spacing
of teeth or flutes either
d u ring man ufactu re or ser-
vicing.

E LLI OTT
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The internal grinding
Mounting arrangement

spind le operates at
ensures alignment in

18,000 r.p.m"
both planes.

Follower
which has

ffoS ffrrmdfrng
Another example of the use of the Heavy Lead

together with a master to carry out an operation
hitherto necessitated expensive equipment.
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Other examples of the use of the
give immediate theoretically correct
without the necessity of complicated

tilting head to
clearance angles

setti ngs.



Another example of the use of the
Heavy Lead Follower on a compo-
nent which would be particularly
difflcult to grind by conventional
methods.

Cylindrical 0rinding

The workhead is so designed

that when motorised both
live and dead centre grinding
can be performed, the latter
being of vital importance when
external grinding between
centres, ensuring that any

slight eccentricities are not
reproduced on the workpiece.

I

I Face Grinding
An example of the motorised
workhead being used on live
grinding -the cutting face of
a Fellowes type gear shaping
cutter is being reground.


